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Video Description:
[VD: In the beginning of the video, there is a white woman with brown curly hair, Bethany,
standing in the front of a house, signing. During the narration, Bethany is standing in the living
room in the house. There are a few clips of a family interacting in the background and two
parents discussing their child’s gender expression journey in American Sign Language. During
the ASL lesson, a person is teaching ASL in front of a grey background while a blue column on
the left side of the screen shows white text (ASL vocabulary).]

Bethany, signing
“You are the primary sexuality educators of your children.
Through the course of everyday living, every family, their children about sex, sexuality and
relationships through spoken and unspoken messages and behaviors. Many parents are looking
for ways to be more intentional- to communicate their values and expectations in a clear and
consistent manner. Research tells us that children who understand
their family values and expectations are more likely to make behavior choices consistent with
those values. Sexuality can sometimes be a difficult concept to grasp. Sexuality is not all about
sex acts.

Our sexuality is made up of 6 parts. Let’s talk more about this.
This part represents ideas like puberty, menopause, sexually transmitted infections (STIs), HIV,
pregnancy, family planning, hygiene, health care and more.
This part represents how we feel about our gender and how we identify and present ourselves.
This part represents behaviors, expectations, satisfaction and abuse in relationships.
This part represents how we express love and affection to friends, family, and romantic partners.
This part represents how we feel about our body, how we treat our body, and how attractive we
feel. This part represents who we are sexually and/or romantically attracted to.

Our understanding of sexuality is largely by the culture in which we live. Family, friends, religion,
society’s expectations, and the media are some of the influences that help us form values about
our sexuality. Our values help guide the decisions we make about our sexuality. Talking about
sex and sexuality can be uncomfortable and awkward, but also provides many opportunities for
laughter, stories, and fun.

Through those experiences, your child will see that you genuinely care about their emotional
and sexual well-being. Take some time with your partner, co-parent, or family to clarify your
shared values around sexuality and identify when and what messages you wish to share with
your children. For example, some parents believe it is best to wait until adulthood or marriage,
to have sex, while other parents are comfortable with the idea that their teen may start to be
sexual.



Some parents believe that teens should date, and some say their teens should not. Many
parents are unsure how to discuss topics like these with children and young adults. This is a
good time to start thinking about your own values about bodies, gender, safety, relationships,
and intimacy and discuss how you would like to approach these topics with your children.”

A child signing, “This is wrong.”

A parent with longer hair, signing, “Jozef is starting to realize that he has a penis while we both
have vaginas. He's asking why. I believe we should start having conversations with him about
how and why our bodies are different. He may identify as a boy as he has a penis. But, he
doesn't have to. He can identify as whatever he is. To encourage him to be himself as a boy,
girl, or neither.”

Another parent with short hair, signing “Indeed, our society has very traditional gender role
expectations. We can break that by being open and flexible with our children's gender identities.
We want to assure them that it's ok to be truly themselves. There's nothing wrong with that.”

Jakiya, signing:
“Hi! I’m Jakiya, here’s my sign name. Welcome to our mini ASL lessons! I’m excited to teach
you some signs regarding autonomy, safety, and respect! In this lesson, we will learn signs that
will foster your child’s ability to understand the concept of respect and autonomy. Are you ready
to learn with us? It’s that easy! You got this!”


